FOR EVERY HERO - A TIME COMES WHEN MAKING A
DECISION CAN CHANGE NOT ONLY HIS DESTINY, BUT AN
ENTIRE UNIVERSE! FOR RICHARD RIDER - THE MAN CALLED
NOVA - THAT TIME IS NOW...
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THE DISTANT FUTURE ... A TERRIBLE INTERGALACTIC WAR
HAS ENDED. WHILE THE LAST NOVA CENTURION
CONTEMPLATES HIS NEXT MOVE ...
BACK IN THE DISTANT PAST, ON A PLANET CALLED EARTH ...
THE YEAR: 1965. CHINA. AS THE DRUMS OF THE CULTURAL
REVOLUTION BECOME EVER LOUDER, IN A REMOTE PART OF
THIS VAST, ANCIENT COUNTRY, ONE MAN HAS REACHED A
CROSSROADS. THE DECISION HE MAKES TODAY WILL HAVE
FAR REACHING CONSEQUENCES THAT WILL ONE DAY IMPACT
ON THE LIFE OF RICHARD RIDER ...
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YUNNAN PROVENCE, CHINA, 1965
Extract FROM THE DIARY OF
Doctor SAN WUYAng......

* I used to ride my bicycle down this road to school
in Qujing. It took me two hours if the mud was baked
hard. Longer during the monsoon season....
I would listen to the women singing in the
rice fields - prayers to Yinglong, asking him
to be merciful during the Summer.
Today the Lord of Mount Shanzidou is angry....

The fields are flooded. The soil
corrupted. Raging waters tear at the
foundations of Hesang Bridge
threatening to topple it into the abyss ...
*Translated from THE mANDARIN

The Japanese reaped their reward in nuclear
fire, yet as I look into the eyes of the people
whose lands they defiled, their gazes burrow
deep into my soul. I should look away. I
cannot. I am responsible for this ...

I travel a narrower road now. Instead of fields I
see darkness - so deep that it must come from
Diyu itself. On one side, my loyalty to the
Party; a philosophy I embraced reluctantly to
ensure my place in a land wanting to achieve
glory at too much a rapid pace. While on the
other, my love of the Four Olds. Beliefs that even
through indoctrination I will never abandon.

Zhang suspects me. The days of the
Hundred Flowers still trouble the sleep of
many. Not so those that succumbed to
the perfume of persecution. But I am no
fool. I decide which ghost path to walk. A
valuable lesson my Father taught me well.

Before leaving Beijing, Zhang again
vied for control of the Project. He
may be revered as the Saviour of
Suiyuan yet beneath his
countenance resides a monster,
driven by opium visions - thinking
himself to be a latter day Sun Tzu.
My influence with our glorious
leader has stymied Zhang’s
ambitions so far. But if Zhang
inherits the project he will not
learn its secret ...

Quan Ju greets me upon my arrival. He
has been in my employ at Dujiangyan
Clinic for nine years. His face echoes
uneasiness, not because of the
soldiers that secure the clinic’s
perimeter. It is what lies within.

The soldiers that accompany me were
commandeered from Guangxi Province.
They are sons of warlords who have
embraced the way of the new.

Young minds are like clay. Easily
re-shaped. They will do what they
are asked. And with just one word
they will forget this day. I wish I
could do the same for Quan Ju.

She hasn’t
left the
laboratory.

Or for the one I loved ...
Status?

It was the storm.
Lighting overloaded
the generators.
Ancillaries didn’t
come on. The
containment seals
released. The
cries ...
so much
blood ...
She just stood
There. Her
eyes...
Are they both
unharmed?
Yes.

The rain hammers relentlessly outside... a
cacophony of sound almost drowning out
the wailing cry, unnerving the soldiers.
Quan Ju’s decision to call me was prudent.
The child is dangerous enough, but she...

The moon is bright.
The night is quiet.
The jasmin leaves
Hang over the window ...

Wauugh!!!
Wauugh!!!

REMAIN HERE....

My little baby go to
sleep...
Dreaming sweet
dreams ...

The moon is bright
The wind is still ...
The cradle swings
softly...

Wauugh!!!
Wauugh!!!

Xuan li?

I know you are
frightened
BUT there is
nothing to fear.
THe soldiers are
here.
To protect you.

My little one ...
Close ... close your
eyes ...

Wauugh!!!
Wauugh!!!

You left me...
You abandoned
us...

I am here now
Xuan li. I came
back,
to make sure you
would be safe ...
that are son
would be safe.

“ You must come Xuan Li.
A storm is coming ...
a storm that will
engulf this land,
changing it forever.
Some will think it will
make us powerful, a
nation that will one day
shake the world - but
these are dreams of
foolish mEN. a path I
cannot walk
NO LONGER beautiful
jade ...”

“He cries all the
time. He will not
eat or drink. He
cries in pain. I
could not sleep.
They came last
night, to make him
stop. I could not
allow them to
touch him ...”

“Our son is a gift
from the heavens.
so are you. they
only wanted to
help him ...”

You must
come now. I will
make him better. I
will take away his pain.
I’ve made
arrangements
We can leave
tonight ...

What have we
done to him?
What have
you done to
him?

For his future.
Give him
to me ...

Let the shadows
claim the land ...
We will be
safe.
That is all
that matters.

Take our
son.
Make him
better.

you promised ...
You promised!

Captain. ZhonKui
Carry out your
orders...
immediately...

San Wuyang!
You must not ...
You cannot do
this!

Goodbye
Quan Ju.
I hope your
next life
will be More
Rewarding ...

When I was a boy my father told me stories.
A favorite was the tale of the Jade Dragon who slept
beneath Mount Shanzidou. Whose tears created the
rains. The fallen favorite of the Jade Emperor.
I wondered if the Dragon was real?

In the year of the Sun, a star
fell close to the sacred mountain.
The divine First Emperor, Qin Shi
Huang feared death ...
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He already consumed mercury that
sages said granted longevity it was not enough.
He wanted to live forever. He had sent
thousand of ships to find Pengali
where the elixir of life was said to
reside. None returned.
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When the star fell the Emperor
considered it a fortuitous sign. So Qin
Shi Huang searched for the star thinking
it would wake the Dragon. That the
great beast upon awakening would tell
him where Pengali was.
The Emperor found the star and
coveting it like his favorite
concubine ordered it to be buried in
his tomb, guarded by an army made
of finest terracotta. But the Divine
Emperor died, an act of treachery ...

Qin Shi Hunag never heard the
celestial words from the
whispering star to wake the
Dragon, who tears created the
rains in sorrow. But I have.

Nine years ago I spent six months
excavating the alleged impact site.
And what I found was something only
The Three Pure Ones could have
created. It transformed my life’s work.
My hubris blinded me.

Today, my sins finally caught up with me.
Today my love died. Today a close
colleague was killed. By my orders. Today
Captain Duxiu and twenty five soldiers will
commit suicide. By my orders.

Destination,
Sir?
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And Zhang? Tomorrow he will learn that an
incident took place in Yunnan. He will learn
that I did not attend the meeting in Doshan.
He will grow more suspicious. I expect I will
have the pleasure of his company soon.
This is the path that I walk now. The most
difficult path any mortal can follow.

The unknown,
Mr Lo.
The future...

Next:

remembrance

